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It is a common myth that holidays are meant to lay back and relax. Well, actually, the idea behind
true holidays is to indulge in something that can give you eternal gratification and pleasure. It can
the sampling of lip-smacking cuisines, hopping on thrilling rides, visiting some blessed religious
places or experiencing some great adventures! 

While taking about the places where one can try out their hand at the dangerous or extreme
adventures, Brisbane always comes out as a winner. The terrific and the most exotic adventurous
sports in this vivacious city are definitely not meant for the faint hearted. But those who are willing to
identify â€˜thrillâ€™ most often than not end up booking air tickets to Brisbane. Some of the most renowned
and popular adventure activities in the city are:

Rock Climbing

Swarms of adventure enthusiasts book air tickets to Brisbane to experience rock climbing in the city.
Though Brisbane is not exactly a mountainous region, yet travellers may find several rock climbing
spots dotted at various locations. Rock climbing at Mt Tinbeerwah is quite famous and is renowned
to cater to all sorts of travellers.  The cliffs at the Kangaroo Point, operated by various trained
guides, are also worth trying out. For travellers, who wish to relish a blend of adventure and beauty
may plan trip to the Glasshouse Mountains in Brisbane. With majestic mountains, beautiful
landscapes and jovial ambience, Glasshouse Mountains provides a lifetime experience to travellers
booking tickets to Brisbane and looking for some rock climbing fun!

Driving

Driving is not just about commuting from point A to B. For adventure lovers, driving means speed,
fun and crossing the limits. To experience a blood pumping drive in Brisbane, Gold Coast is a great
city to travel to. The city offers endless range of thrilling driving experiences such as stunt driving,
karting activities, classic car drives, off-road driving, rally driving and v8 racing. Some of the post
popular driving tours in the city, like WRX Turbo Rally 4 Lap Drive, Harley Panorama 1 Hour Tour,
V8 Race Buggies Extreme Drive Package and V8 Race Buggy Hot Laps, are awe-inspiring and
excite speed junkies to test the accelerator! It sure is a thrill to feel the need for the speed!

Flying Adventures

Who doesnâ€™t want to fly in the air? Millions of travellers book airline tickets to Brisbane to enjoy the
various flying adventures in the city. Hot air ballooning is one of the most popular flying activity in
Brisbane to enjoy astonishing and striking views from the top.  One may also find a number of
aircraft adventure flights in Brisbane that provide fantastic tours over the most beautiful and scenic
attractions in the city like North Stradbroke, Moreton Islands and Bribie Islands. Moreover, the sky
diving at the Tandem Beach Jump is also quite popular among the travellers. This 65 seconds of
freefall fills the hearts of the travellers with utmost fear and excitement and is sure to linger on in
their mind forever!
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expert advisor on cheap airline tickets, cheap a air tickets to Brisbane and writing various tips and
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